This book documents the experiences of sixty-one women who flourished in the ferment of the civil/ethnic/women’s rights movements of the late twentieth century and beyond. While each life is unique, collectively they demonstrate the benefits gained when a community and a society unleashes and fosters the potential of women who create, organize, and lead.

We are committed to sharing the stories of women, affirming that “Women’s rights are human rights.” These stories show that women work to resist injustice, challenging any threats to civil liberties. Their narratives affirm women’s courage, resilience, and empowerment proving that “standing down is not an option.” We hope that their voices may be a guide in shaping a society that values social justice and shared humanity.

$39.95

INTRODUCING: CHICANA TRIBUTES: ~Stories for the New Generation~

Book Sale and Signing by the Editors: RITA SANCHEZ & SONIA LOPEZ

With a Special Guest Panel

HONORING 61 ACTIVISTS & 61 AUTHORS

Women OF THE CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT

Wednesday, September 13, 4 pm - 6 pm.

San Diego State University Love Library, Fourth Floor, Room LL430